You need to connect and support First Responders every way possible. We’re making that simpler and more affordable than ever. Now, your team can roll with mobile 4G LTE Broadband connectivity on a reliable, nationwide network...set up and managed directly through L3Harris.

Here’s how it works:

**START CONNECTED**

- **LTE-ready out of the box.** Devices are ready for activation. No trips to the phone store required.
- **Data services through a nationwide network.** Plus flexible, affordable prepaid data plans that can be pooled across all active devices within a group.
- **Manage it all from one dashboard.** Assign and control data limits and website access, all from one versatile portal.

**STAY CONNECTED**

- **More ways to connect in the field.** Our LTE-enabled devices give your team robust voice and data over LMR, Wi-Fi®, Bluetooth® and LTE Broadband.
- **One provider for hardware and network support.** Radio service or data plan questions? Talk to L3Harris. We even provide alerts for low data pool and data replenishment.

**WHAT’S INCLUDED:**
- Device activation
- Monthly line of service
- Shared, prepaid data pool
- Data management portal

**BUDGET-FRIENDLY BROADBAND**

- **CUT YOUR COST PER DEVICE** Affordable, pay-as-you-go services with data that never expires.
- **REDUCE TIME AND COST TO MANAGE** One provider and one simple dashboard to manage devices and set limits.
- **AVOID UNEXPECTED SPIKES** No data throttling and no overage costs.
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